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A QuantumClassial Braket from p-Mehanis
Vladimir V. Kisil
Shool of Mathematis, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, UK
On leave from Odessa University
PACS. 03.65.Sq  Semilassial theories and appliations.
PACS. 03.65.Db  Funtional analytial methods.
PACS. 03.65.Fd  Algebrai methods.
Abstrat.  We provide an answer to the long standing problem of mixing quantum and las-
sial dynamis within a single formalism. The onstrution is based on p-mehanial derivation
of quantum and lassial dynamis from the representation theory of the Heisenberg group. To
ahieve a quantum-lassial mixing we take the produt of two opies of the Heisenberg group
whih represent two dierent Plank's onstants. In omparison with earlier guesses our answer
ontains an extra term of analytial nature, whih was not obtained before in purely algebrai
setup.
Â îäíó òåëåãó âïðÿ÷ü íåìîæíî êîíÿ è òðåïåòíóþ ëàíü. À.Ñ. Ïóøêèí
Introdution.  There is a strong and persistent interest over deades in a self-onsistent
model for an aggregate system, whih ombines omponents with both quantum and lassial
behaviour (see [1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 17, 18℄ and referenes therein). There are various reasons for suh
an interest. Firstly, there are many questions where onsiderations of quantum-lassial ag-
gregates are unavoidable, e.g. measurement of a quantum system by a lassial apparatus,
a quantum partile in the lassial gravity field, et. Seondly, even for purely quantum
onglomerates we expet that a quantum-lassial approximation may be easier for investi-
gation than the purely quantum piture. Thus it is natural that models of quantum-lassial
interation beame of separate theoretial interest.
The disussion is typially linked to a searh of quantum-lassial braket whih should
ombine properties of the quantum ommutator [·, ·] and Poisson's braket {·, ·} in the orre-
sponding setors. Some simple algebrai ombinations like
1
ih
[A,B] +
1
2
({A,B} − {B,A}) (1)
were guessed during the last twenty five years [1, 2, 4℄ but neither of them turned to be
ompletely satisfatory. Moreover several no-go theorems in that diretion were proved
over the last ten years [7, 18, 19℄. Thus the prevailing opinion now is that no onsistent
quantum-lassial braket is possible. However the expliit similarity between the Hamilto-
nian desriptions of quantum and lassial dynamis repeatedly undermine suh a believe.
This paper builds a onsistent quantum-lassial braket within the framework of p-
mehanis [1215℄. This approah is based on the representation theory of nilpotent Lie
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groups (the Heisenberg group H
n
in the first instane) and naturally embeds both quantum
and lassial desriptions. p-Mehanial observables are onvolutions on a nilpotent group G
and ontain both lassial and quantum pitures for all values of Plank's onstants at the
same time. These pitures an be separated by a restrition of p-observables to irreduible
representations of G, e.g. by onsidering their ations on p-mehanial states [5, 6℄.
The important step [13,14℄ is the definition of the universal braket between onvolutions
on the Heisenberg group, whih are transformed by the above mentioned representations into
the quantum ommutator (Moyal braket [21℄) and the Poisson braket orrespondingly. Con-
sequently it is suffiient to solve the dynami equation in p-mehanis in order to obtain both
quantum and lassial dynamis. Sine the universal braket is based on the usual ommuta-
tor of onvolutions (i.e. inner derivations of the onvolution algebra) they satisfy all important
requirements, i.e. linearity, antisymmetry, Leibniz and Jaoby identities [7℄. Moreover due
to presene of antiderivative operator (12) the universal braket with a Hamiltonian has the
dimensionality of time derivative [14℄. This approah was extended to quantum field theory
in [15℄. A brief aount of p-mehanis is provided in the first part of this paper.
To onstrut quantum-lassial braket we develop p-mehanis on the group Dn, whih
is the produt of two opies of the Heisenberg group H
n
. The group D
n
was already used to
this end in our earlier paper [17℄ but the right braket was not derived there due to several
reasons: the derivation followed the notorious semilassial limit proedure; the universal
braket [13,14℄ was not known at that time. A orret derivation of quantum-lassial braket
in the onsistent p-mehanial framework is given in the seond part of the present note. This
braket (26) inludes as a part the Aleksandrov's braket (1) together with an extra term
of analytial nature, whih involves derivative with respet to the seond Plank's onstant,
see (26). This analyti term esapes all previous purely algebrai onsiderations and no-go
theorems [7, 18, 19℄ for the obvious reasons.
Future investigations of these new quantum-lassial braket will be given elsewhere.
The Heisenberg group and p-mehanial braket. 
The Heisenberg group and its representations. Let (s, x, y), where x, y ∈ Rn and s ∈ R,
be an element of the Heisenberg group H
n
[9, 10℄. The group law on H
n
is given as follows:
(s, x, y) ∗ (s′, x′, y′) = (s+ s′ + 12ω(x, y;x
′, y′), x+ x′, y + y′), (2)
where the non-ommutativity is due to ωthe sympleti form ω(x, y;x′, y′) = xy′ − x′y on
R
2n
[3,  37℄. The Lie algebra hn of Hn is spanned by left-invariant vetor fields
S = ∂s, Xj = ∂xj −
1
2yj∂s, Yj = ∂yj +
1
2xj∂s (3)
on H
n
with the Heisenberg ommutator relations [Xi, Yj ] = δi,jS and all other ommutators
vanishing. There is the o-adjoint representation [11,  15.1℄ Ad ∗ : h∗n → h
∗
n of H
n
:
ad ∗(s, x, y) : (h, q, p) 7→ (h, q + hy, p− hx), (4)
where (h, q, p) ∈ h∗n in bi-orthonormal oordinates to the exponential ones on h
n
. There are
two types of orbits in (4) for Ad ∗, i.e. Eulidean spaes R2n and single points:
Oh = {(h, q, p) : for h 6= 0, (q, p) ∈ R
2n}, O(q,p) = {(0, q, p) : for (q, p) ∈ R
2n}. (5)
All representations are indued [11,  13℄ by a harater χh(s, 0, 0) = e
2πihs
of the entre of
H
n
generated by (h, 0, 0) ∈ h∗n and shifts (4) from the left on orbits (5). The expliit formula
respeting physial units [14℄ is:
ρh(s, x, y) : fh(q, p) 7→ e
−2πi(hs+qx+py)fh(q −
h
2 y, p+
h
2x). (6)
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The Stonevon Neumann theorem [11,  18.4℄, [9, Chap. 1,  5℄ desribes all unitary irreduible
representations of H
n
parametrised up to equivalene by two lasses of orbits (5):
• The infinite dimensional representations by transformation ρh (6) for h 6= 0 in Fok [9,10℄
spae F2(Oh) ⊂ L2(Oh) of null solutions of CauhyRiemann type operators [14℄.
• The one-dimensional representations whih drops out from (6) for h = 0:
ρ(q,p)(s, x, y) : c 7→ e
−2πi(qx+py)c. (7)
Commutative representations (7) are oftenly forgotten, however their union naturally (see
the appearane of Poisson braket in (15)) at as the lassi phase spae: O0 =
⋃
(q,p)∈R2n O(q,p).
Convolutions (observables) on H
n
and ommutator. Using a left invariant measure dg
on H
n
the linear spae L1(H
n, dg) an be upgraded to an algebra with the onvolution:
(k1 ∗ k2)(g) =
∫
Hn
k1(g1) k2(g
−1
1 g) dg1. (8)
Convolutions on H
n
are observables in p-mehani [12, 14℄. Inner derivations Dk of the on-
volution algebra L1(H
n) are given by the ommutator :
Dk : f 7→ [k, f ] = k ∗ f − f ∗ k
∫
Hn
k(g1)
(
f(g−11 g)− f(gg
−1
1 )
)
dg1. (9)
A unitary representation ρh of H
n
extends to L1(H
n, dg):
ρh(k) =
∫
Hn
k(g)ρh(g) dg. (10)
Thus ρh(k) for a fixed h 6= 0 depends only on kˆs(h, x, y) =
∫
k(s, x, y) e−2πihs dsthe partial
Fourier transform s 7→ h of k(s, x, y). Consequently the representation of ommutator (9)
depends only on:
[k′, k]sˆ = 2i
∫
R2n
sin(πh(xy′ − yx′)) kˆ′s(h, x
′, y′) kˆs(h, x− x
′, y − y′) dx′dy′, (11)
whih is exatly the Moyal braket [21℄ for the full Fourier transforms of k′ and k. Also it
vanishes for h = 0 as an be expeted from the ommutativity of representations (7).
p-Mehanial braket on Hn. An antiderivative A is a salar multiple of a right inverse
operator to the vetor field S ∈ hn (3):
SA = 4π2I, or Ae2πihs =
{
2π
ih e
2πihs, if h 6= 0,
4π2s, if h = 0.
(12)
It an be extended by the linearity to L1(H
n). We introdue p-mehanial braket [13,14℄ on
L1(H
n) as a modified ommutator of observables:
{[k1, k2]} = (k1 ∗ k2 − k2 ∗ k1)A. (13)
Then from (10) one gets ρh(Ak) = (ih)
−1ρh(k) for h 6= 0. Consequently the modifiation
of (11) for h 6= 0 is only slightly different from the original one:
{[k′, k]}sˆ =
∫
R2n
2π
h
sin(πh(xy′ − yx′)) kˆ′s(h, x
′, y′) kˆs(h, x− x
′, y − y′) dx′dy′. (14)
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However the last expression for h = 0 is signifiantly distint from (11), whih vanishes as
noted above. From the natural assignment
4π
h
sin(πh(xy′ − yx′)) = 4π2(xy′ − yx′) for h = 0
we get the Poisson braket for the Fourier transforms of k′ and k defined on O0:
ρ(q,p) {[k
′, k]} =
∂kˆ′
∂q
∂kˆ
∂p
−
∂kˆ′
∂p
∂kˆ
∂q
. (15)
Furthermore the dynamial equation [13, 14℄
f˙ = {[H, f ]} (16)
based on the braket (13) with a Hamiltonian H(g) for an observable f(g) is redued [13,14℄
to Moyal's and Poisson's equations by ρh with h 6= 0 and h = 0 orrespondingly. The same
onnetions are true for the solutions of these three equations, see [6, 13, 14℄.
Mixed Quantum-Classial Braket. 
A nilpotent group with two dimensional entre. To derive quantum-lassial braket we
again use the quantum-lassial group D
n = Hn ⊕ Hn [17℄. This is a step 2 nilpotent Lie
group of the (real) dimension 4n+ 2. The group law is given by the formula:
(g1; g2) ∗ (g
′
1; g
′
2) = (g1 ∗ g
′
1; g2 ∗ g
′
2), (17)
where g
(′)
i = (s
(′)
i , x
(′)
i , y
(′)
i ) ∈ H
n
, i = 1, 2 and produts gi ∗ g
′
i are the same as in (2).
The group D
n
has a two-dimensional entre Z = {(s1, 0, 0; s2, 0, 0) | s1, s2 ∈ R}. The
irreduible representations of a nilpotent group D
n
are indued [11,  13.4℄, [20,  6.2℄ by the
haraters of the entre: µ : (s1, s2) 7→ exp(−2πi(h1s1 + h2s2)). For h1h2 6= 0 the indued
representation oinides with the irreduible representation of H
n+n
:
ρ(h1;h2)(g1; g2) = ρh1(g1) ρh2(g2) (18)
This orresponds to purely quantum behavior of both sets of variables (x1, y1) and (x2, y2).
The trivial harater h1 = h2 = 0 gives the family of one-dimensional (purely lassial)
representations parametrised by points of R
4n
:
ρ(q1,p1;q2,p2)(s1, x1, y1; s2, x2, y2) = e
−2πi(x1p1+y1q1+x2p2+y2q2)
(19)
These ases for H
n
were desribed above and studied in details in [6,13,14℄. A new situation
appears when h1 6= 0 and h2 = 0 orresponding to quantum behavior for (x1, y1) and lassial
behavior for (x2, y2). The hoie h1 = 0, h2 6= 0 swaps the quantum and lassial parts. The
quantum-lassial representation is given by
ρ(h;q,p)(g1; g2) = ρh(g1)ρ(q,p)(g2) = ρh(s1, x1, y1)e
−2πi(qx2+py2), (20)
where q, p ∈ Rn and h ∈ R \ {0}. In this representation a onvolution (observable) on Dn
generates a funtion on the lassi phase spae R
2n
with values in spae of quantum operators
ating of L2(R
n), f. [1℄, or expliitly:
ρ(h;q,p)k =
∫
Dn
k(g1; g2) ρh(g1)e
−2πi(qx2+py2) dg1 dg2 (21)
=
∫
Hn
kˆ2(s1, x1, y1; 0, q, p) ρh(s1, x1, y1) dg1
where kˆ2 is the partial Fourier transform of k with respet to variables (s2, x2, y2) 7→ (h, q, p).
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The Mixed Braket. We define p-braket in the ase of Dn similarly to (13). Although
this is not a unique option, some other similar definitions may be of interest as well.
Denition 1. The p-mehanial braket of two onvolutions (observables) k1(g1; g2) and
k2(g1; g2) on the group D
n
is defined as follows:
{[k1, k2]} = (k1 ∗ k2 − k2 ∗ k1)(A1 +A2), (22)
where ∗ denotes the group onvolution on Dn. A1 and A2 are antiderivatives with respet to
the variable s1 and s2 orrespondingly, f. (12).
Consistene of this definition, f. [7℄, is given by:
Lemma 2. The p-mehanial braket (22) is linear, antisymmetri, satisfy Leibniz and Jaoby
identities. Moreover p-mehanial braket with a Hamiltonian has the dimensionality of time
derivative.
We define p-mehanisation [14℄ of a lassial observable f(q, p) is given by the Weyl
(symmetrized) alulus [9℄ defined on the generators as follows:
qj 7→ Qj = δ
′
xj
(g1; g2), p1 7→ Pj = χ
′
sk
(s1+s2)∗δ
′
yj
(g1; g2), j = 1, 2 and k = 3−j, (23)
where δ′z is the derivative of the Dira delta funtion with respet to the variable z and χ
′
sk
is the derivative of the Heaviside step funtion suh that χ′z(z) = δ(z). Using the identity∫
R
χ′sk(s1 + s2) e
−2πi(h1s1+h2s2) dz =
hk
h1 + h2
we get that {[Qi, Pj ]} = δijI, (24)
and all other brakets vanish. Representations of distributions (23) and the braket (22) are:
ρ(h1;h2) ρ(h;q,p) ∂h2ρ(h;q,p)
∣∣
h2=0
ρ(q1,p1;q2,p2)
Qj ∂xj −
ihj
2 yj
∂x1 − ihy1/2
iq
0, if j = 1
∂p/2, if j = 2
qj
Pj
hk
h1+h2
(
∂yj +
ihj
2 xj
)
0
ip
∂y1/h+ ix1/2, if j = 1
−ip/h− ∂q/2, if j = 2
pj
{[K1,K2]}
(
1
ih1
+ 1ih2
)
[K1,K2] [K1,K2]qc {kˆ1, kˆ2}
(25)
where the braket [·, ·]qc in the quantum-lassial ase is defined by the expression:
[K1,K2]qc =
1
ih
[K1,K2] +
1
2
({K1,K2} − {K2,K1})− i∂h2 [K1,K2]|h2=0 . (26)
Calulations of the two first terms in (26) is similar to p-braket [13, 14℄, the third term is:∫
Dn
∫
Dn
(k1(g
′
1; g
′
2) k2(g
′−1
1 g1; g
′′
2 )− k2(g
′
1; g
′
2) k1(g
′−1
1 g1; g
′′
2 ))
×(s′′2 + s
′
2) e
−2πi(qx′
2
+py′
2
+qx′′
2
+py′′
2
) dg′2 dg
′′
2dg
′
1 ρh(g1) dg1.
The omplete derivation will be given elsewhere. The derivative ∂h2 in (26) highlights the
important differene between Aleksandrov's [1℄ and our approah: quantum-lassial observ-
ables are not operator valued funtions on the lassial phase spae but rather rst jets [16℄ of
suh funtions. This explain the appearane of the fourth olumn in (25).
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By algebrai inheritane [13℄ the quantum-lassi braket (26) enjoys all the properties
from Lem. 2. Moreover quantum-lassial braket oinides with the Moyal braket for purely
quantum observables and the Poisson braket for purely lassial ones. Let a p-mehanial
observable f(t; g1; g2), whih is a funtion on R × D
n
, be a solution of the equation:
d
dt
f(t; g1; g2) = {[f,H]} (27)
with a Hamiltonian H(g1, g2) on D
n
. Then f(t; g1; g2) provide onsistent dynamis (in the
sense of [7℄) under either representation (18)(20).
Example 3 (Dynamis with two dierent Plank's onstants, f. [18℄). Let p-mehanial Hamil-
tonian is defined by suh a distribution on D
n
(see definitions (23)):
H = Q1P2 −Q2P1 = χ
′
s1
(s1 + s2) ∗ δ
(2)
x1,y2
(g1; g2)− χ
′
s2
(s1 + s2) ∗ δ
(2)
x2,y1
(g1; g2). (28)
In the lassi-lassial representation (19) it produes (see the last olumn of (25)) the
quadrati Hamiltonian Hcc = q1p2 − q2p1, whih generates a simple rotational dynami:
q1(t) = cos t q1(0) + sin t q2(0), q2(t) = − sin t q1(0) + cos t q2(0), (29)
p1(t) = cos t p1(0) + sin t p2(0), p2(t) = − sin t p1(0) + cos t p2(0). (30)
In the quantum-quantum representation (18) defined by two Plank's onstants h1 and h2
(h1h2 6= 0) the Hamiltonian beomes (see the first olumn of (25)):
Hqq =
h1
h1+h2
(
∂x1 −
ih1
2 y1
) (
∂y2 +
ih2
2 x2
)
− h2
h1+h2
(
∂x2 −
ih2
2 y2
) (
∂y1 +
ih1
2 x1
)
.
The dynami from the braket
(
1
ih1
+ 1ih2
)
[Hqq , f ] in (25) is the oordinate map on D
n
:
x1(t) = cos t x1(0) + sin t x2(0), x2(t) = − sin t x1(0) + cos t x2(0), (31)
h2y1(t) = h2 cos t y1(0) + h1 sin t y2(0), h1y2(t) = −h2 sin t y1(0) + h1 cos t y2(0). (32)
For h1 = h2 this oinides with the standard quantisation of the lassial dynamis (29)(30).
The quantum-lassi Hamiltonian is the 1-jet (see the middle olumn of (25)):
Hqc =
(
i(∂x1 −
ih
2 y1)p, −
i
h
(
∂x1 −
ih
2 y1
) (
p− ih2 ∂q
)
− i
h
q
(
∂y1 +
ih
2 x1
))
.
Note, that Aleksandrov's braket (1) of Hqc with ρ(h;q,p)(Q1) vanish and thus do not generate
any dynamis for this observable. However [Hqq, ρ(h1;h2)(Q1)] =
ih1h2
h1+h2
ρ(h1;h2)(Q2) and thus
the third term in the braket (26) of Hqc and ρ(h;q,p)(Q1) is equal to ρ(h;q,p)(Q2) = iq (this is
also the value of the entire braket (26)). Together with the value of [Hqc, ρ(h;q,p)(Q2)]qc =
−ρ(h;q,p)(Q1) this defines quantum-lassi dynamis of oordinates as the partial Fourier trans-
form x2 7→ q of the quantum-quantum oordinate map (31).
Similarly we alulate that [Hqc, ρ(h;q,p)(P1)]qc = ρ(h;q,p)(P2) = ip and [Hqc, ρ(h;q,p)(P2)]qc =
−ρ(h;q,p)(P1). Note that ρ(h;q,p)(P1) is the 1-jet with the value (0,
1
h
∂y1 +
i
2x1) aording to
the (25) and the quantum-lassi braket depends from its both omponents. The quantum-
lassi dynami of momenta is obtained from (32) by prolongation [16℄ into the 1-jet spae
with respet to the variable h2 at point h2 = 0.
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Conlusion.  The sum (1) of first two terms in (26) was proposed [1, 4℄ as a version
of quantum-lassial braket. It was also obtained by approximation arguments within p--
mehanial approah in [17℄ as a part of the true braket unknown at that time. However
the expression (1) violates the Jaobi identity and Leibniz rule (i.e. is not a derivative), as a
onsequene it ould not be used for a onsistent dynami equation [7℄. Our new braket (26)
has one extra term whih makes it satisfatory to this end. This term is of an analytial
nature (i.e. involves a derivative in Plank's onstant) and is hard to guess from algebrai
manipulations with the quantum ommutator and Poisson's braket. For the same reasons our
braket (26) are immunised against the no-go theorem of the type proved in [7, 18, 19℄. We
present an example of a dynamis (31)(32), whih mixes two quantum setors with different
Plank's onstants, and demonstrate the quantum-lassi dynamis in the 1-jet spae.
I am grateful to Prof. G. Ingold and anonymous referees who helped to improve this letter.
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